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Abstract
Intelligent software agents have been used in many applications because they provide useful integrated features
that are not available in “traditional” types of software (e.g., abilities to sense the environment, reason, and
interact with other agents).  Although the usefulness of agents is in having such capabilities, methods and tools
for developing them have focused on practical physical representation rather than accurate conceptualizations
of these functions.  However, intelligent agents should closely mimic aspects of the environment in which they
operate.  In the physical sciences, a conceptual model of a problem can lead to better theories and explanations
about the area.  Therefore, we ask, can an intelligent agent conceptual framework, properly defined, be used
to model complex interactions in various social science disciplines?
The constructs used in the implementation of intelligent agents may not be appropriate at the conceptual level,
as they refer to software concepts rather than to application domain concepts.  We propose to use a combina-
tion of the systems approach and Bunge’s ontology as adapted to information systems, to guide us in defining
intelligent agent concepts.  The systems approach will be used to define the components of the intelligent agents
and ontology will be used to understand the configurations and interrelationships between the components.
We will then provide a graphical representation of these concepts for modeling purposes.
As a proof of concept for the proposed conceptual model, we applied it to a marketing problem and imple-
mented it in an agent-based programming environment.  Using the conceptual model, the user was able to
quickly visualize the complex interactions of the agents.  The use of the conceptual representation even sparked
an investigation of previously neglected causal factors which led to a better understanding of the problem.
Therefore, our intelligent agent framework can graphically model phenomena in the social sciences.  This work
also provides a theoretically driven concept of intelligent agent components and a definition of the inter-
relationships between these concepts.  Further research avenues are also discussed.
Keywords:  Conceptual modeling, intelligent agents, agent-based simulations
Introduction
Some researchers have noted that agent-based simulations can be used to solve complex problems in business (Langdon 2005)
and other research areas (Tesfatsion 2002).  However, no standard method for creating these models exists, and the definition of
agent components (even the nature of an agent) is not clear (Drogoul et al. 2002).
Multi-agent systems have been used to simulate the interaction within large groups of players in various settings (Drogoul et al.
2002).  These simulations are used to understand the complex patterns that can emerge from the actions and interaction of
individuals.  Even though the tools to create these systems have become simpler, the task of building a good agent-based
simulation is still complicated, due to the increased complexity of the modeled interactions.
In the area of agents, researchers have suggested that simulation building be split into three roles:  thematician, modeler, and
computer scientist (Drogoul et al. 2002).  The thematician creates a domain model which describes how the interactions in that
specific domain work; this is also called a theoretical model.  The modeler creates the design model, which consists of formal
refinements of the theoretical constructs.
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A survey of existing agent methodologies (Arazy and Woo 2002; Shehory and Strum 2001) shows that many of these
methodologies typically emphasize the computerized implementation aspects of agents.  This can cause problems in the
development of agent-based simulation systems where, first, one needs to understand the modeled domain.
In the paper, we address the question:  Can an intelligent agent framework, properly defined, be used to model complex
interactions in various social science disciplines?
Specifically, we are proposing a modeling system that will handle complex agent interactions and act as a bridge between the
thematician and modeler.
After a brief review of related work, we create a mapping between a set of agent concepts (as identified by Arazy and Woo
[2002]) and a set of theoretical constructs.  Once defined, these concepts are then converted into a graphical representation.  It
is then tested by developing a representation of, and implementing a system to solve, a marketing problem.  The results of the
implementation are briefly discussed.  The final section concludes our work and suggests future research direction.
Related Work
There are some areas that have used software agents in modeling the environment.  One such area is complex adaptive systems
(CAS).  The CAS area’s main goal is to study the emergent behavior of a system comprised of simple agents which react to the
environment, much like animals, rather than learn and reason like intelligent agents (Holbrook 2003).
A field that uses simple, and intelligent, agents is the area of agent simulation.  Agent simulation can be used to model phenomena
in various disciplines, from chemistry to sociology.  However, researchers do not have the tools to communicate the conceptual
level of their problem (Arazy and Woo 2002).  Currently in the subfield of agent simulation called agent-based computational
economics (ACE), researchers communicate models using pseudo-code produced on an ad hoc basis (Kirman and Vriend 2002;
Tesfatsion 2005) or are proposing using an actual programming language to communicate their models (Terna 2002).
Unfortunately, these languages would be at the design level and may be too detailed to act as a conceptual model.
Much work has also gone into developing various design level methodologies for software agents like GAIA, MaSE, AUML,
and others (Arazy and Woo 2002).  The strengths and weaknesses of these methodologies will be discussed later.
As mentioned previously, various works have employed intelligent agents in simulation models.  However, very few research
fields have used intelligent agents for conceptual modeling.  A review of the literature shows that the main users of intelligent
agent modeling are supply chain management (SCM) researchers (Kim et al. 2002; Nagoli and Biegel 1993).  Recently, van der
Zee and van der Vorst (2005) developed a modeling framework for supply chain management specifically to act as a
communicative means between the analyst and problem owners.  Along with the framework, they also developed a visual
modeling tool to help the analyst to communicate the model to problem owners.  However, their constructs are supply-chain
specific and are focused mainly on the flow of goods and information, since this is the main area of interest for supply-chain
analysis.  What is needed is a more general conceptual model of intelligent agents that can be used to analyze problems not
necessarily in a limited field (such as supply-chain management).
What Is an Agent?
To develop a conceptual model of intelligent agents, we need to identify a basic set of agent concepts.  Sikora and Shaw (1998)
developed a framework for agents which stated that an agent was a component in a system and performed specific activities when
it was in a specific state.  The authors do not, however, go into the development of agent constructs.  Arazy and Woo (2002, p.
229) state that “there is no theory to guide the selection of constructs and models for representing” agent components.
Nevertheless, this has not stopped the use of agent concepts.  Some of the current concepts used to describe intelligent agent
structures and processes include goals, beliefs, knowledge, reasoning, plans, and learning.  While these terms are commonly used,
different definitions are applied for each concept (Wooldridge 2002).  This leads to unclear general definitions that try to include
all idiosyncratic meanings of the terms.  Even though the general concepts are vaguely described, it is apparent that they are
interrelated.  For example, learning, by definition, has some effect on beliefs (Arazy and Woo 2002).
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RECEPTOR CONTROL APPARATUS EFFECTOR
FEEDBACK
Intelligent agents are used to represent phenomena in the real world.  Therefore, our methodology must not only allow us to
understand intelligent agents, but also make sure that these agents accurately reflect the world.  One such framework is systems
theory.  One of the main strengths of systems theory is the ability to identify the components of a phenomenon (system) and study
how those components work together to determine the system’s behavior (Miller 1978).  It is proposed that an intelligent agent
can be conceptualized as a system, and that the systems approach can be used to refine and define intelligent agent concepts.
Systems Approach
A system can briefly be described as “a set of interrelated elements” (Ackoff 1971, p. 662).  The main assumption behind systems
thinking is that all things have an objective.  Once that objective is found, then the different components of the system that act
to achieve it can be identified (Churchman 1979).  An intelligent agent, according to Wooldridge (2002), should be adaptive,
reactive, communicative and autonomous.  Therefore, if we break the “agent system” down it means that the agent needs to read
the environment, “think” about how to achieve its goal, and then have the ability to interact or communicate with the environment,
to be effective.  This means that the agent can be thought of as a feedback system (see Figure 1).
A feedback system is a control system comprising a sensing component, a control apparatus, and an effector which changes the
environment.
We propose that an intelligent agent can be considered a feedback system which has an objective, learns from the environment,
and chooses the best process to achieve that objective.  
Now that the type of system has been identified, the components of the intelligent agent system also need to be identified.  Miller’s
(1978) work describes the needed subsystems for intelligent simulated behavior as shown in Figure 2.  The model has a receptor
(defined as the input transducer and decoder), a control apparatus (the associator, memory, and encoder components) and an
effector (output transducer).
We propose that on a conceptual design level, the input transducer and decoder (receptor) can be taken as given.  They will be
designed to accurately interpret specific variables in the environment.  However, the operations of the associator and memory
subsystems, as well as the functions of the output transducer, need to be specified in the design phase.  We term the combination
of associator and memory as the simulator, as it needs to mimic phenomena in the controlled domain, while the effector is the
part of the agent that can make changes in the environment.  We propose that an intelligent agent is a system made up of a
simulator and effector.  However, to gain a better understanding of how this system works to produce intelligent agent behavior,
we will use the Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW) ontology.
Formal Definition of the Intelligent Agent System and Subsystems
Using systems theory, we have been able to identify the necessary components for an intelligent agent.  However, to fully
understand a system, its components’ processes and how those processes interact need to be investigated.  We will use the
ontological approach to add semantics to the interrelationships, configurations, and transitions of the simulator, effector, agent,
and environment.
Figure 1.  Simple Feedback System (Figure 7.2a in L. von Bertalanffy, General Systems Theory: 
Foundations, Development, Applications, George Braziller, New York, 1968, p. 162)
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Figure 2.  Subsystems of Simulated Intelligent Behavior
(Adapted from J. G. Miller, Living Systems, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1978)
Table 1.  Ontological Constructs Used in the Definition of Agent Concepts
Ontological
Construct Definition (from Wand and Weber 1995) Symbol
Thing The elementary unit in the BWW ontology.  A composite thing may be made
up of other things (composite or primitive).
T
Property A property is modeled via a function that maps the thing to some value.  A
property that is inherently a property of an individual thing is called an
intrinsic property.  A property that is meaningful only in the context of two or
more things is called a mutual property.
Intrinsic :  p(T)
Mutual :  p(T1,T2)
Attribute An attribute is a human representation of a property of a thing. Ap
State The vector of values for all property functions of a thing. s(T) = A1(T)…An (T)
State space The set of all possible states S
Transition Law The rules governing the changes of state over time L:  S ö S
State law Restricts the values of the property functions of a thing to a subset that is
deemed lawful because of natural or human laws.  
LT
Transformation A mapping from a domain comprising states to a co-domain comprising
states.
Lawful
Transformation
Defines which events in a thing are lawful.
Stable State A state in which a thing, subsystem or system will remain unless forced to
change by virtue of the action of a thing in the environment.
L(s) = s
Unstable State A state that must change into a new state. L(s) … s
Event A change of state of a thing.  It is effected via a transformation. e(T) = <s1,s2>
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The area of ontology deals with modeling the existence of things in the world.  Using the ontological approach, we defined the
relationships between the agent system and its subsystems.  Specifically, we used an ontological approach that is an adaptation
of Bunge’s (1977, 1979) ontology applied to information systems (Wand and Weber 1990, 1995), or the BWW ontology.  This
ontology provides specific constructs for defining information system components and processes, and includes many of the
concepts found in systems theory, making it useful for modeling the components and processes of a system.  The reasons for using
this ontology were that it is highly formalized and was specifically developed to represent information systems.  The ontological
concepts and premises aided us in creating clear relationships and definitions of intelligent agent terminology.  Table 1 shows
the ontological constructs of the BWW ontology.
So to begin defining the intelligent agent, let W be the agent’s world, Sim be the agent’s simulator, and E be the agent’s effector,
and let “ö” mean cause.  According to our model, a change in the world can effect a change in the simulator, which may cause
a change in the effector.  This in turn, will lead to a change in the world.  More formally,
e(W) ö  e(Sim) ö  e(E) ö e(W)
The way a change in one thing causes a change in the other can be modeled ontologically as follows:  assume an event occurs
in W.  If as a result a mutual property of W and Sim changes, then Sim might reach an unstable state which will cause it to change
again.  This new change might cause a mutual property of Sim and E to change.  Thus, a change in W will be propagated to a
change in E via Sim.  How Sim and E will change states depends on their laws.  Specifically, for a given thing, an event starting
in an unstable state is determined by the transition law of the thing, e(T) = <s(T),s'(T)> where s'(T)=LT (s(T)) or, briefly::  e =
<s,L(s)> where e, s, and L all relate to the same thing.
The propagation of changes can be modeled as 
e(T1) = <s1(T1),s2(T1)> 
Let C(e) denote the set of attributes that change in an event e.  A change will propagate from a thing T1 to a thing T2 iff there
exists a mutual property p(T1,T2) such that Ap0C(e(T1)).  Specifically, for our model of agents, the propagation of changes can
be described as
(1) An event e(W) occurs.
(2) For e(W) ›p(W,Sim)0C(e(W)) and the state of Sim after e(W) is unstable bringing about an event e(Sim):  e(W)
ö e(Sim).
(3) For e(Sim) ›p(Sim,E)0C(e(Sim)) and the state of E after e(Sim) is unstable bringing about an event e(E):
e(Sim) ö e(E).
(4) For e(E) ›p(E,W)0C(e(E)) bringing about an event e(W):  e(E) ö e(W)
The description uses ontological concepts to model an agent’s behavior.  However, computer and cognitive science researchers
refer to the actions of intelligent agents using different terms.  Therefore, we sought to link our ontological description of agent
behaviour to concepts previously used in the agent literature.
Figure 3 shows, graphically, the different concepts and how they relate to the world, the simulator, and the effector.  An italicized
concept is dynamic and directly related to the static concept above it.  Perception is tied to learning, reasoning is tied to proce-
dures, and actions are tied to resources.  These terms are not new but when used in various agent methodologies their definitions
have been inconsistent and vague (Arazy and Woo 2002).
With the concepts in Figure 3, we can describe intelligent behavior by saying that perceptions affect the beliefs of the agent which
can then lead to the agent trying to achieve a specific goal.  The agent can then go through a set of procedures which will,
according to reasoning, lead to achieving its goal.  It can then try to turn those procedures into their respective actions by using
its resources, if it has the capabilities to do so.
In Table 2, we define the agent concepts using the BWW ontology definition of intelligent agent behavior.
By conceptualizing the intelligent agent as a system, we were able to identify its components and processes.  Since the conceptual
framework defines the intelligent agent’s components and its mode of interaction with the world, we now have a framework that
incorporates a set of concepts needed to talk about an agent which interacts with, models, and acts upon the world.  However as
stated previously, these terms and concepts are not new and have been used in other methodologies.
Alternative Approaches to Information Systems Development
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Figure 3.  Representation of Intelligent Agent Concepts
Table 2.  Agent Concepts and Definitions
Intelligent
Agent
Concept Proposed Ontological Definition Notes
Perception p(W,Sim).
Mutual property between the world and the simulator.
If something occurs in the world without the
agent perceiving it, it will be impossible for
the agent to know about that event.
Learning e(W) such that ›A(W,Sim)0C(e(W)) and, the new state
of Sim is unstable (leading to further changes of Sim).
A change in the mutual property of the world and the
simulator and a following event (lawful transformation) in
the simulator.
The mechanism which enables the world to
change the simulator.  An agent can only
learn if the change is aligned to the laws of
the simulator.
Belief A specific p(Sim).
Intrinsic property of the simulator.
Changes in beliefs are governed by laws or
assumptions L(Sim), but may not reflect the
reality of the world 
Goals s0 S(Sim) , LSim(s)=s.
A stable state of the simulator
If the agent is agitated the simulator will try
to find a procedure which will lead to the
“goal” scenario.  
Procedures p(Sim,E).
A mutual property between the simulator and effector
It is possible that the agent will want to per-
form an action but may not be able to do so.  
Reasoning Lsim. A lawful transformation of the simulator and possibly
a change in the mutual property of the simulator and
effector  e(Sim) such that ›A(Sim,E) 0 C(e(Sim)).
Specific conditions need to hold before the
agent will reason that a procedure needs to
be activated.  
Capability p(E), ›s0SW LW(s)…s, Ap and ›A(E, W) 0 C(e(E)),
An intrinsic property of the effector which changes as the
result if certain transformations in the effector occur.
To perform certain actions (use resources)
the agent must have some internal
capabilities.
Resource p(E,W).
Mutual property of the world and effector.
To use a resource from the environment, a
mutual property between the effector and
environment must exist.
Action LE , e(E) such that ›A(E,W) 0 C(e(E)).
A lawful transformation of the effector which changes a
mutual property of the world and the effector.
Certain properties of the effector
(capabilities) need to be present before the
event can take place.
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Table 3 describes how these different methodologies deal with modeling aspects of intelligent agent concepts.  The references
for AUML, GAIA, and MaSe can be found in Arazy and Woo (2002).  Information on Tropos, Prometheus, and ROADMAP can
be found Giunchiglia and Perini (2002), Padgham and Winikoff (2002), and Juan et al. (2002), respectively.
Table 3 shows that these methodologies cannot model all aspects of intelligent agents but our method can.  Perceptions model
the agent’s observations.  The belief and learning concepts model the agent’s changing world view, while the action and resource
concepts model the agent’s impact on the world.  Interaction between the agent and/or environment is handled by the resource
and perception concepts.  When an agent’s resource is another agent’s perception, the two agents are interacting.  Finally, the
agent’s goal is defined by the goal concept, and the reasoning concept makes it possible to specify how the agent will react to a
change in the environment to achieve its goal.
Table 3.  Modeling of Intelligent Agent Concepts with Existing Agent Methodologies
Receiving
Observations/Signals Agent’s World View
Dynamics of the
Agent’s World
View
Representation of
Actions 
AUML Agent receives messages
from other agents 
Defined as communicative
acts that are modeled by
classes and objects 
None Action is represented as
the output of the agent,
coupled to a message
Tropos None None None None
Prometheus Percepts which the agent
acquires from the
environment
Data objects which the agent
has access to
None Modeled in the inter-
action diagram; no
mention of constraints
GAIA Permissions the agent
reads from the environ-
ment
None None In the Activities and
Protocols section of the
role model (no con-
straints)
ROADMAP Permissions the agent
reads from the environ-
ment
None None In the Activities and
Protocols section of the
role model (no
constraints)
MaSE None None None Tasks and protocols, no
mention of constraints
Consequences of action Interaction Agent’s Purpose Intentional Thinking
AUML State changes in the
agent.  No impact on the
environment
Only amongst other agents
and not the environment
None Proactive actions which
are taken when certain
conditions are met
Tropos None Agent to agent interaction
modeled through Goal
dependency;  interaction with
environment modeled through
goals
Through goal
diagram
None
Prometheus None Data objects to which the
agent has access
None None
GAIA Permissions the agent
can change
In interaction diagram as a
process
Defined in the role
diagram
None
ROADMAP Permissions the agent
can change
In the interaction diagram Defined in the role
diagram
None
MaSE None Agent to agent interaction
modeled as preceding tasks of
other agents; no agent–
environment interaction
None None
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Figure 4.  Graphic Representation of an Intelligent Agent
Graphic Representation of an Intelligent Agent-Based System
We now have concepts that fully model intelligent agent behavior.  However, writing down all the procedures, beliefs, and goals
in a table or in pseudo code form would be cumbersome.  This is especially true when modeling the interaction between different
types of agents.  We propose that a graphical representation of the conceptual framework will aid modelers in designing their
agent systems.  
Individuals make sense of information by using map-like structures of cognition (Lakoff 1987).  By map, we mean a “graphic
representation that provides a frame of reference” (Foil and Hoff 1992, p. 267).  Figure 4 shows the components included in
defining an agent using our proposed graphic representation.
All of the concepts in Figure 4 are derived from the previous section with the exception of Type, which can be described as the
name of a class of agents.  A type has its own unique goals, procedures, beliefs, reasoning, actions, and capabilities.  An agent
has the ability to autonomously change into other types of agents by interacting with the environment.
We also introduce the idea of learning criteria, which shows how the agent “labels” stimuli from the environment.  According
to Angulin (1992), labeled examples are specific stimuli from the environment and can be positive (sunny = warm) or negative
(cloudy … warm) examples of a concept.  The learning criteria give the user the ability to set when an example can be labeled as
positive or negative.
Perceptions and resources in the model are displayed as either agent or system variables.  System variables are properties that
make up the state of the world and are shown in the proposed framework as ovals, while agent variables refer to agent properties
that are not part of its effector or simulator and are shown in the framework as triangles.  In the representation, the difference
between resources and perceptions is shown by the agent’s relation to the variables.  If an interaction arrow goes from the variable
to the agent, then it is a perception.  However, if the interaction arrow goes from an agent to a variable, then the variable is a
resource.
Suppose a researcher wanted to see how a customer responded to various sales and price information and wanted to build an
agent-based simulation to investigate this behavior.  Figure 5 is an example of how the researcher would model her customer agent
using the representation.
In Figure 5, the agent learns which prices, designs, brand names, and features can lead to a high quality computer.  It then looks
at those variables in the “current” laptop to decide on an expected quality of the laptop.
Along with the distinction between agent and system variables, there are also distinctions between specific and aggregate
variables.  The customer takes into account store prices of all retailers ([PR]) to make a decision about the expected laptop quality.
Ownership of a variable is denoted by a subscript.  For example, BCt is the brand name of computer “t”.
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Capabilities
Buyer
Procedures
Actions
Beliefs
Goal
Buy a good laptop
Reasoning
System Environment 
Variables
BC
FQ
D
[PR]
Sadv
Learning Criteria
Retailer Variables
Perception Legend
Syntax
PR t
Brand of computer = BC
Price = PR
Functional qualities = FQ
Design = DBuy laptop, haggle
(E) Salesperson Attitude = SA
(E) Attitude toward Store = AS
(E) Expected Laptop Quality = LQ
(W) Minimal Requirements = MQ
[VAR] = All instances of the
Agent variable (VAR)
VarN = The agent variable
Var belongs to agent N
Var+ = A positvely labeled
Example
Var- = A negatively labeled
example
if LQ > MQ then buy laptop
elseif (BC, FQ, D) > MQ and AS = favorable and
SA = friendly then haggle
elseif LQ > MQ and B > PR then haggle
else leave store
If t = not operational for more than three weeks 
then (BCt, FQt, Dt, PRt:  LQ-), else if t = operational
for two years (BCt, FQt, Dt,PRt: LQ+)
if t = touches on the needs of the customer then
(Sadvt, SA+) else if t = goes against the value
System of the customer then (Sadvt, SA-)
Store Advertising = Sadv
Price = PR
Belongs to another
agent
Belongs to the
environment
Buy laptop
Accept price
Purchase laptop (B > PR: B - PR)
haggle
Negotiate with salesperson (HP = high:
PR = PR - f(HP))
Budget = B
Haggling Prowess = HP
Figure 5.  Buyer Modeled as an Intelligent Agent
Another important aspect of modeling intelligent agents is the use of subtypes and transitions.  According to Wooldridge (2002),
intelligent software agents are adaptable computer systems, therefore it should be possible for them to change type.  Sub-types
are also useful for modeling purposes because information is not repeated needlessly in the diagram.
A dotted arrow shows that the agent has a subtype.  These subtypes have everything that their parent types have but differ
specifically with what is outlined in the model.
Now that we have graphical constructs with which to build our models, they must be tested to ensure that they can correctly define
a specific problem domain.  To do this, we have enlisted the help of marketing researchers and looked specifically at the area of
competitive pricing strategy in markets.
Application of the Model:  Competitive Pricing Strategy
One possible area of applying agent based modeling is economics and marketing.  However many of the computational agents
used in the area of economics are very simple (Tesfatsion 2002).  One specific application for intelligent agents is competitive
pricing strategy research.  In this area, firms do not simply react but must also engage in strategic thinking.
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Consumer
Procedures
purchase
Actions
purchase
Buy (MP = MP - RPCR , MSCR = (MSCR * #C + 1) /  #C 
)
Beliefs
(W) Brand loyalty = BL
(W) Reservation Price = ResP
(W) Chosen Retailer = CR
Goal
Consume a good product every "turn" for a
reasonable price
[MS]
Retailer
Beliefs
Importance of Market Share = IMS
Importance of Profit = IP
[RP]
Retailer Variables
Retailer price = RP
Market Share = MS
System Variables
The total number of potential 
consumers in the market = #C
Number of loyal customers of 
retailer R = #LCR
Number of switchers = #S 
Loyal Consumer
Learning Criteria
CR = BL
Switcher
Learning Criteria
if Min ([RP]) = RPX then CR = X
Learning Criteria
if MAX(IMS*MS + IP*RP*MS*#C) and RP = BG then 
(BG+) else (BG -)
Goal
Maximize utility = IMS*MS + IP*RP*MS*#C
Reasoning
if RPCR <= ResP then purchase 
Beliefs
Best Guess = BG
Level 0 Player
Reasoning
if  BG != RP then guesstimate
Procedures
Guesstimate
Actions
Guesstimate
alter price (RP = BG)
Learning Criteria
[RP] = {RP, RPOP} and [MS] = {MS, MSOP} 
if MAX(RPOP*MSOP*#C) and RPOP = BGOP then 
(BGOP+) else (BGOP -)
Procedures
Outprice , Charge Maximum
Reasoning
if (IMS* (LCSelf  / #C) + IP*30*LCSelf) > (IMS* ((LCSelf + 
#S) / #C) + IP*(BGOP - 1)* (LCSelf + #S)) then
charge maximum
else outprice
Beliefs
Best Guess of opponent 's price = BGOP
Actions
Outprice
undercut opponent (RP = BGOP - 1)
Charge Maximum
charge reservation price (RP = 30)
Level 1 Player
[MS]
Figure 6.  Narasimhan’s Pricing Game Modeled as Intelligent Agents
Narasimhan (1988) proposed a scenario for competitive pricing strategy.  In this scenario, two firms set a promotional price for
a product.  Each brand has a loyal segment and there is also a “switcher” segment that will buy whichever brand is least expensive.
In this game, players must lower the price enough to attract a large market share but also must make a profit.  The game theoretical
model of the scenario showed that a Nash equilibrium would be a mixed strategy.  In game theory, mixed strategy means that
some actions of the players are randomly chosen from a set distribution of values (Reny and Robson 2004).  
Choi and Messinger (2004) conducted experiments with human subjects to determine if individuals would randomize their
behavior.  Their results showed that people sometimes randomized and sometimes followed a cyclical pattern.  The question was
how this could occur in the same game.  Using the information provided by Narasimhan’s analytical paper and Choi and
Messinger’s empirical studies, an agent-based representation of the problem was developed (Figure 6).
In the model, two main agents, retailers and consumers, interact through the variable RP, retailer price.  Consumers come in two
subtypes, loyal consumer and switcher.  Retailers also come in two subtypes, Level 0 and Level 1 players.  Level 0 players only
use their “personal” past experience to learn how to win the game, while Level 1 players incorporate their opponents’ actions into
their thinking (Vidal and Durfee 1996).  A retailer tries to set prices in a way that maximizes its utility (a mixture of revenue and
market share).
Implementation
The model was implemented in an agent-based programming environment called Netlogo (Tisue and Wilensky 2004), which is
very amenable to the representation.  
Due to Netlogo’s lack of statistical analysis tools, the system was also implemented in a statistical programming platform called
R (Francisco and Spyros 1999).  This was done by the marketing researcher with whom we worked.  Even though he did not have
previous knowledge of agents, the representation gave him the conceptual tools to build the system in his “own language.”
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Figure 7.  Pricing Graphs for Level 0 Agents:  Netlogo (Left:  Profit; Right:  Market Share)
Results from the Simulation
The reason for creating the simulation was to find the conditions for when partial cycle pricing behavior occurred.  To do this,
we had to run the simulation in various configurations.  
We tested our first hypothesis, which was that agents who cared more about market share would be more likely to engage in cycle
pricing behavior.  Also, we believed that the different strategy levels would have an effect on pricing, however, we were not sure
what it would be.  We first tested strategy Level 0 players competing against each other, but we ran two simulations, one where
the agents’ goal function was weighted toward profit and the other with the function weighted toward market share.
In both simulations the agents seem to randomly set prices, and stay at the same price for extended periods of time.  Therefore,
our hypothesis that agents who care about market share will try to chase the switcher market using cycle pricing was false.  To
see if strategy levels would change pricing behavior, we ran two simulations with strategy Level 1 retailers, again varying the
weighting of market share and profit in the agents’ goal functions.
In these simulations, agents did engage in cycling behavior, entering into price wars, no matter what the weightings of their goal
functions.  To engage in a price war, the retailers must be trying to model each other’s actions.  We have compared our data to
that of Choi and Messinger and found that patterns in Figure 8 occur in some of their records.
Figure 8.  Pricing Graphs for Level 1 Agents:  Netlogo (Left:  Profit; Right:  Market Share)
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Conclusion and Future Research
The study began by asking how intelligent agents could be used to model the complex situations in social science.  We decided
a conceptual model of intelligent agents was needed to aid researchers to communicate and compare their models.  In our
investigation, we identified the components of an intelligent agent using systems theory and the BWW ontology.  These methods
guided us through the process of analyzing the components of the intelligent agent system.  We then showed that current agent
methodologies do not fully model all of the aspects of intelligent agents.
We also provided a graphic representation of this conceptual model and then tested it by developing a multi-agent simulation to
solve a marketing problem.  The test proved successful and not only did the simulation provide some surprising early results, but
the graphic representation was able to guide the marketing researcher in implementing the simulation on agent-based and object-
oriented platforms.  Therefore, we propose that our intelligent agent framework can be used to graphically model complex
phenomena in the social sciences.  The other contributions of this study are formally defined and theoretically grounded agent
concepts and a definition of the interrelationships between these concepts and the intelligent agent itself.
As more nontechnical users start to see the value of agent-based modeling, more sophisticated tools, like agent conceptual
modeling, are needed to aid in the creation of these systems.
However, the current study does have some limitations.  Only one problem in one research area was modeled.  This might not
suffice to show that the conceptual model is applicable to a wide range of situations.  Also, the conceptualization of intelligent
agents was tested by creating an agent-based simulation, but agents can also be used to perform tasks in the real world
(Wooldridge 2002).  We have not tested the usefulness of our models to support such applications.
One possible future research direction could be the development of a modeling/programming environment based on the conceptual
framework.  With such an environment, nontechnical users could automatically create multi-agent based simulations using the
graphic representation.
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